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Students will love to learn about significant events in American history with this fun
puzzle workbook! From Columbus' discovery of the New World to the end of the
Cold War, this engaging classroom supplement presents historical information
through crossword, word search, and hidden message puzzles; review activities
and answer keys are also included. Mark Twain Media Publishing Company
specializes in providing captivating, supplemental books and decorative
resources to complement middle- and upper-grade classrooms. Designed by
leading educators, the product line covers a range of subjects including
mathematics, sciences, language arts, social studies, history, government, fine
arts, and character. Mark Twain Media also provides innovative classroom
solutions for bulletin boards and interactive whiteboards. Since 1977, Mark Twain
Media has remained a reliable source for a wide variety of engaging classroom
resources.
The Mark Twain U.S. History: People and Events 1607–1865 social studies book
highlights the decisions and events that have played an important part in shaping
America during that time. This middle school history book includes profiles of the
people who made those decisions and a timeline of events. U.S. History: People
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and Events takes your students on a journey through America’s past and
challenges them with activities to spark discussion and deepen their
understanding for how America came to be. These activities include: -map
analysis -discussion questions -graphic organizers -research opportunities Mark
Twain Media Publishing Company proudly creates engaging supplemental books
and decorations for middle-grade and upper-grade classrooms. Designed by
leading educators, Mark Twain products cover a range of subjects, including
science, language arts, fine arts, government, social studies, history, character,
and conduct.
Answers questions about slavery and the Missouri Compromise, discussing why it
was controversial, what the terms were, and who stood out as the great
compromiser.
The History and Activities of the Civil War
To Preserve the Union
One Flag, One Land: Teacher planning guide
Document-Based Assessment: The Civil War Is Coming
Bulletin
The War in Texas
Develop students' critical-thinking skills through analysis of issues from different
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perspectives. Students make comparisons, draw analogies, and apply knowledge.
Document-based assessment includes background information and key questions.
American history text includes multimedia connections to the Internet, CD-ROM, and
videodisc technology. Middle school level.
Our Documents is a collection of 100 documents that the staff of the National
Archives has judged most important to the development of the United States. The
entry for each document includes a short introduction, a facsimile, and a transcript of
the document. Backmatter includes further reading, credits, and index. The book is
part of the much larger Our Documents initiative sponsored by the National Archives
and Records Administration (NARA), National History Day, the Corporation for
National and Community Service, and the USA Freedom Corps.
U.S. History Maps, Grades 5 - 8
What Was the Missouri Compromise?
Life and Liberty
A Review of Facts and Circumstances, Showing that this Contest is the Result of a
Long Premeditated Crusade Against the Government
A Documentary History of Emancipation, 1861-1867
The Great Compromise
U.S. History Map ActivitiesWalch Publishing
Brings history lessons to life with 50 document-based lesson plans to accompany Daily Life through
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History.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to
the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as
most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Including the Preceding Speeches of Each at Chicago, Springfield, Etc
And Other Questions About the Struggle Over Slavery
Challenge of Freedom
Lesson Plans for Daily Life Through History
America's Story 2 (Teacher Guide)
People and Events 1607-1865

Take students beyond textbook history to explore various people and events from ancient
Egypt through the 20th Century using primary sources. Students will develop criticalthinking and essay writing skills as they analyze the various documents including
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photographs, posters, letters, maps, and more. Multiple social studies topics are included
for grades K-3, 4-8, and 9-12. This resource includes engaging digital resources and is
aligned to College and Career Readiness and other state standards.
A textbook chronicling the birth and growth of the United States through the 1980's.
Describes what life was like for everyday people and soldiers during the Civil War, and
provides activities that reflect these customs and tasks.
The American Journey
U.S. History
U.S. History, Grades 6 - 12
The Dred Scott Case
Northwest Journal of Education
It is the best known book about American slavery, and was so incendiary upon its first
publication in 1852 that it actually ignited the social flames that led to Civil War less
than a decade later. What began as a series of sketches for the Cincinnati abolitionist
newspaper The National Era scandalized the North, was banned in the South, and
ultimately became the bestselling novel of the 19th century. Today, controversy over
this melodramatic tale of the dignified slave Tom, the brutal plantation owner Simon
Legree, and Stowe's other vividly drawn characters continues, as modern scholars
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debate the work's newly appreciated feminist undertones and others decry it as the
source of enduring stereotypes about African Americans. As one of the most influential
books in U.S. history, it deserves to be read by all students of literature and of the
American story. American abolitionist and author HARRIET BEECHER STOWE
(1811-1896) was born in Connecticut, daughter of a Congregationalist minister and
sister to abolitionist theologian Henry Ward Beecher. She wrote more than two dozen
books, both fiction and nonfiction.
The Nation Divides contains 12 full-color PowerPoint slides, 28 reproducible pages
including five pages of test material, and a richly detailed teacher's guide. Among the
topics covered in this volume are the rivalry of the north and south, the cotton kingdom,
expansion of the United States, the Kansas-Nebraska Act, Abraham Lincoln, the
Lincoln-Douglas Debates, the election of 1860, the underground railroad, and the
abolitionist movement.
"Explains the Missouri Compromise and its impact"--Provided by publisher.
Our Documents
Celia, a Slave
Political Debates Between Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A. Douglas in the Celebrated
Campaign of 1858 in Illinois
Causes of the Civil War: A House Divided
The U.S. Government
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From the Civil War to the Industrial Revolution
Cora June knows exactly what she wants! And she often gets it! But
when classmate Wilson challenges Cora June, they'll need to learn how
to compromise! With help from their teacher, Cora June and Wilson are
introduced to different ways to compromise – and even encouraged to
come up with some on their own! Will these two leaders-in-the-making
learn this very important skill? Find out in the next hilarious story
in The Leader I’ll Be book series by award-winning education and
parenting expert Julia Cook.
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States and also provides the
necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and
students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the scope and
sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key
forces and major developments that together form the American
experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of
race, class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S.
history, considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the
United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy)
and bottom up (eyewitness accounts, lived experience).
Today's students need to know how to evaluate sources and use evidence
to support their conclusions. This K-12 resource for teachers provides
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instructional support as well as a variety of learning opportunities
for students. Through the activities in this book, students will ask
and answer compelling questions, analyze primary sources, approach
learning through an inquiry lens, and hone their historical thinking
skills. The lessons teach skills and strategies for analyzing
historical documents, partnered with document-based assessments.
Graphic organizer templates help students structure their analyses.
This resource prepares students for standardized tests and engages
students with inquiry. The scaffolded approach to teaching analysis
skills can be applied across grades K-12.
Annotated Instructor's Manual
Learning Directory
Document-Based Assessment Activities, 2nd Edition
50 History DBQ's
100 Milestone Documents from the National Archives
U.S. History Puzzles, Grades 4 - 8

Bring the action and adventure of U.S. history into the classroom with U.S.
History Maps for grades 5 and up! From the ice age to the admission of the 50th
state, this fascinating 96-page book enhances the study of any era in U.S.
history! The maps can be easily reproduced, projected, and scanned, and each
map includes classroom activities and brief explanations of historical events.
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This book covers topics such as the discovery of America, Spanish
conquistadors, the New England colonies, wars and conflicts, westward
expansion, slavery, and transportation. The book includes answer keys.
Presents in one volume a history of the United States, with study questions,
review sections, practice tests, reading skill exercises, and intermittent brief
biographies.
Designed to supplement the study of United States history.
Causes and Effects of the Missouri Compromise
Freedom: Volume 1, Series 1: The Destruction of Slavery
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Sectionalism DBA
From Sea to Shining Sea the Story of America Teacher's Edition
Differentiated Instruction Teacher Management System Grades 6-8 Beginnings
To 1877

Contains primary source material.
Illuminating the moral dilemmas that lie at the heart of a
slaveholding society, this book tells the story of a young
slave who was sexually exploited by her master and
ultimately executed for his murder. Celia was only fourteen
years old when she was acquired by John Newsom, an aging
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widower and one of the most prosperous and respected
citizens of Callaway County, Missouri. The pattern of
sexual abuse that would mark their entire relationship
began almost immediately. After purchasing Celia in a
neighboring county, Newsom raped her on the journey back to
his farm. He then established her in a small cabin near his
house and visited her regularly (most likely with the
knowledge of the son and two daughters who lived with him).
Over the next five years, Celia bore Newsom two children;
meanwhile, she became involved with a slave named George
and resolved at his insistence to end the relationship with
her master. When Newsom refused, Celia one night struck him
fatally with a club and disposed of his body in her
fireplace. Her act quickly discovered, Celia was brought to
trial. She received a surprisingly vigorous defense from
her court-appointed attorneys, who built their case on a
state law allowing women the use of deadly force to defend
their honor. Nevertheless, the court upheld the tenets of a
white social order that wielded almost total control over
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the lives of slaves. Celia was found guilty and hanged.
Melton A. McLaurin uses Celia's story to reveal the
tensions that strained the fabric of antebellum southern
society. Celia's case demonstrates how one master's abuse
of power over a single slave forced whites to make moral
decisions about the nature of slavery. McLaurin focuses
sharply on the role of gender, exploring the degree to
which female slaves were sexually exploited, the conditions
that often prevented white women from stopping such abuse,
and the inability of male slaves to defend slave women.
Setting the case in the context of the 1850s slavery
debates, he also probes the manner in which the legal
system was used to justify slavery. By granting slaves
certain statutory rights (which were usually rendered
meaningless by the customary prerogatives of masters),
southerners could argue that they observed moral restraint
in the operations of their peculiar institution. An
important addition to our understanding of the pre-Civil
War era, Celia, A Slave is also an intensely compelling
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narrative of one woman pushed beyond the limits of her
endurance by a system that denied her humanity at the most
basic level.
The Causes of the Civil War: A House Divided primary source
reader builds literacy skills while offering engaging
content across social studies subject areas. Primary source
documents provide an intimate glimpse into what life was
like during the 1800s. This nonfiction reader can be
purposefully differentiated for various reading levels and
learning styles. It contains text features to increase
academic vocabulary and comprehension, from captions and
bold print to index and glossary. The "Your Turn!" activity
will continue to challenge students as they extend their
learning. This text aligns to state standards as well as
McREL, WIDA/TESOL, and the NCSS/C3 Framework.
Slavery in the Union
Holt United States History
A Concise Survey & Study
A More Perfect Union [kit].: A more perfect union :
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teachers edition
Building a Nation
Document-Based Assessment Activities
A Charlotte Mason Inspired Journey Through American History! American
history comes alive in America’s Story 2 as students experience the
struggle of the fledgling American nation as she strives to resolve
conflict, reconstruct after division, expand through the Wild West,
and join the world in the Industrial Revolution. Easy for teachers,
exciting for students! America’s Story 2 is designed to be easy to use
with a convenient schedule to save you time! While students embark on
an exciting adventure through American history as they: Learn to
retell history through the use of oral & written narrationSketch their
way through historical scenesCreate their own mapsAnd compile a
timeline from the Civil War to the Industrial Revolution of the early
1900s! America’s Story 2 Teacher Guide Includes: Suggested Daily
Schedule—Saving you time!Student worksheets for narration (oral &
written), sketching, map adventures, & timelines.Optional Digging
Deeper activitiesSpecial Project IdeasReview sheets & answer
keys3-hole punched, perforated pages for convenience Course Features:
Approximately 45 minutes per lesson, 4-5 days per weekDesigned for
grades 3-6 in a one-year history course
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U.S. History Map Activities
Missouri Government & Constitution
Writings on American History
Laidlaw History Series
An American History. Teacher's handbook
Nation Divides (eBook)
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